I am a data manager...

CASE STUDY

using Bromcom to manage assessment and behaviour

School Background
This prestigious school were more than happy to choose Bromcom
for their school MIS because they “Love the fact that Bromcom is a
cloud based system” and it can be used to meet the demands for any
where, anytime access to their data. Hasmonean High School in North
West London is one of the leading comprehensive schools in the UK.
The school has ranked in the top four places amongst the highest
performing comprehensives in The Sunday Times exam league tables.
This mixed school of over 1,000 pupils has been rated as Outstanding
by Ofsted. Hasmonean High School students are constantly attaining
high standards in their GCSE, AS and A Level examinations

What are the benefits of Behaviour?
The school have effectively integrated Bromcom’s
behaviour into the school policies. This feature enables
schools to quickly and efficiently collect, monitor and
report all aspects of positive and/or negative behaviour,
both in lessons and around school. Mr Oskis is extremely
pleased with the way that the behaviour feature “Extracts
information that the school actually needs to use which
is very efficient and intuitive to use.” He also is impressed
with using behaviour policies and that the schools can
automate behaviour escalation policies which in turn
reduces administration.

The support from Bromcom
Hasmonean High School confirmed that they are “Very
happy with the support from the members of staff and
the quick response they receive from Bromcom”. Mr Oskis
stated that “From the moment of deployment to the
actual use of Bromcom in the school it has been nothing
but great.” The future of Bromcom is something that he
always looks forward to in terms of “How it progresses”.
Mr Oskis loves that “Bromcom is always developing” and
this is shown with the introduction of our new user update
V5 EZ. The interface has already been recommended by
Mr Oskis who stated that “Bromcom is very intuitive and
dynamic with their visuals.” It is this intuitive nature of the
product that has allowed school staff to use this software
with minimal training and also adjust to it in a very short
amount of time.

How has Assessment helped Hasmonean High
School?
Mr Oskis, the assistant data manager at Hasmonean
High School is very impressed with the Bromcom MIS
and more specifically Assessment. This feature enables
schools to easily, quickly and efficiently collect and store
students’ assessment grades, marks, comments and other
tracking data. According to Mr Oskis, he and the school
staff members genuinely enjoy using Assessment and are
impressed with its functionality.
Bromcom Assessment has been useful for “Generating
parental reports which has been a huge help for us.”
He “Highly recommends the Assessment because of its
flexiblity and the way that it caters specifically to the
school’s needs, instead of following a strict structure.”
Bromcom is a tailor made MIS, built with such versatility
and ease of use in mind. It provides the convenience of an
out-of-the-box solution but unlike many other providers it
also gives the school access to a comprehensive library of
assessment models. Bromcom is there all along to provide
advice and hands on assistance.
For more information and to arrange a demonstration
please contact the Bromcom Sales Office on
020 8290 7171 or email
sales@bromcom.com
www.bromcom.com
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